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Session Scope

This is an introductory session for Junior Admins unfamiliar with NSS. 

Tons of Documentation 
https://www.microfocus.com/documentation/open-enterprise-server/2018-SP3/stor_nss_lx/ 
(That link only covers NSS and not related services) 

NSS was designed during the last major refresh of NetWare when Novell had money and engineering talent focused on file 
systems, a competitive need to distinguish itself, and lots of experience with real-world file system scenarios and 
architecture. 

Since that time, file system evolution has focused on Linux system files and Cloud needs. 

NSS is still the best User-Centered, On-Prem file system 

Coherently Designed, Flexible, Scalable 

How good is it? 

Companies that have otherwise migrated to all-Microsoft environments have stayed with Micro Focus Open 
Enterprise Server specifically to use NSS 

And have requested Micro Focus prioritize their needs. 

The absolute best AFP server ever created was powered by NSS underneath.

https://www.microfocus.com/documentation/open-enterprise-server/2018-SP3/stor_nss_lx/


Management

iManager - General Web Tool 

Remote Manager - OES/Linux Server Management for Web 

NSSMU - Curses Interface 

OES Client (Traditional Workstation Client) 

NFARM 

A ton of command-line utilities 

NSS AD Utilities (NIT, NURM, CLI)



File Rights - Types

Supervisor (S) - Does not simply confer all rights below, overrides any rights 
filters and cannot be revoked except where it originates. 

Read (R) - Read and Execute for all files in the directory.   

Write (W) - Open and Change Contents of files 

Create (C) - Create new files and subdirectories.  

Erase (E) - Delete files and directories 

Modify (M) - Change Name and Attributes but not content of files and directories 

File Scan (F) - See files and directories 

Access Control (A) - Change Rights For Other Users (except Supervisor)



File Rights - Detail

Applied at Directory level 

Flow downwards (Inheritance)  

No explicit deny rights. 

An Inherited Rights Filter (IRF) will stop all rights from flowing below it except Supervisor. 

Assigning new rights to an object at a lower level will effectively deny existing inherited rights. 

But cumulative rights from another associations (such as groups) will still be cumulative and overwrite the 
new explicit rights. 

Applied to eDirectory Objects (including, but not limited to, Users and Groups) but not the same as eDirectory rights (see next 
slide) 

Usually User, Group, Container-Like Objects, and [Public] 

Be VERY careful with [Public] and Tree Root 

Objects with rights are called Trustees in both file rights and eDirectory rights situations, but the type of rights granted 
to Trustees differs in each case. 

“Full Rights” to a directory should be everything but Supervisor 

“Creator” is really Owner 

Space / Quota Restrictions can be applied to both users and individual directories



File System Attributes 
(Current)

All - What is says on the tin. 

Read Only - Use in combination with RI and DI 

Archive - File has been changed since last backup 

Hidden 

Shareable - More than one user can access the file simultaneously. 

Purge Immediate - Salvage will not apply and file is erased immediately on 
deletion. 

Rename Inhibit 

Delete Inhibit - Not even Supervisors can delete file (unless DI is removed first) 

Others are supported by Linux xattr



Scenarios

Copy files to a directory - Read and File Scan 

Dropbox (Copy files to a directory without seeing other files) - Create 

And more … let’s take a look.



Other Rights

eDirectory 

eDirectory creates server, pool, and volume objects.  

Granting eDirectory rights to these objects grants associated rights in NSS.  

Active Directory 

Recommendation is to use mainly via CIFS but FTP also supported 

eDirectory users can also use CIFS 

NURM and NIT to handle user translation and rights 

Linux 

Users must be native Linux users or Linux User Management (LUM) 
enabled to use Unix-like NSS functionality.



NSS Devices

Build NSS storage in the following order: 

Storage Devices - Physical Hardware containing disk/permanent storage. 

Partitions - Low-level divisions of a storage device. 

Created automatically when pools are made. 

Pools - Collections of one or more Storage Devices that can be treated as a single 
“pool” of disk space. 

Volumes - User and Server-accessible spaces that can contain the visible NSS file 
system of files and directories. 

Many volumes can be carved from a single pool and resized. 

NOTE: NSS Volumes are very portable in VMS 

Mounting depends upon some OES eDirectory-Aware Services like X-Tier



Accessing NSS

Traditional Desktop Access - The network protocol used to access NSS is *NOT* the same as NSS 

NCP - Traditional Protocol. Only used by Windows client, backend processes, and some Linux CLI tools. 

I have an entire presentation on NCP architecture 

CIFS 2/3 - Current recommendation for all desktop OSes.  

Extended via NFARM to expose NSS advantages like Salvage, Rights, etc. 

AFP - Deprecated, but as a side note … 

Unix / Linux - eDirectory and Unix users treated differently. eDirectory users as Unix users are both and have NSS 
rights. 

FTP - Multi-server access 

SSH/SFTP — Remember /media/nss/VOLNAME 

NFS is possible but discouraged 

The Web 

NetStorage - Supports GUI and WebDAV and offers multi-server access. 

Filr - Has its own rights layer implemented on top of NSS but also leverages NSS rights.



Marquee Features

Salvage and Purge 

Fundamental and Fantastic 

Compression 

Not as useful as it once was. Beware files that do not like it. 

Encryption (Finally!) 

Clustering 

RAID 0, 1, 0 + 1, 5, 5 + 1 

Distributed File Services (DFS) - Virtual File System spanning multiple servers 

Advanced Windows Admins are familiar with Microsoft’s implementation.  

Dynamic Storage Technology (DST) - Transparent tiering solution to move files from higher-cost 
to lower-cost storage automatically based on criteria. 

Powers Cloud Integrated Storage (CIS)



Backups and Disasters

Storage Management Services (SMS) is a rich framework for handling backup, restore, and migration. 

Do not underestimate it by using more primitive approaches (i.e. naive copying) 

Implemented as Storage Manager Data Requester (SMDR) and Target Service Agent (TSA) 

Find a backup solution using SMS for best results. 

Event File List (EFL) used to track changes to a volume during an epoch. Stored per volume in FileEvents.xml  

Pools support snapshotting for backup tracking. 

Command Line Heros 

nbackup - uses SMS 

metamig - Saves and restores metadata including Trustee information. 

Vendors: Data Protector, SEP SESAM, SyncSort are certified 

Antivirus: McAfee and Sophos are certified 

For recovery, VERIFY and REBUILD are provided but rarely need use. Be careful with REBUILD



The Future

Great when used in combination with Filr or CIS 

If NFS improvements were made, could it be used for Containerization? 

Is it a candidate for Appliancization? 

At the very least, if you have a need for On-Prem User Storage, it should be your 
first choice.


